Titan Quest Atlantis (Community) - Bug #27246
Bug # 26897 (New): [[Bug Header]]
Bug # 26658 (New): [Game Crash - startup]

Game does not start anymore [Game - startup]
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Closed
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Assignee:
Category:
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Target version:
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Email Address:
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Description
Hello,
I have Titan Quest Anniversary Edition installed on my PC. I was playing it until the end of April (can't remember the exact date). Now
I tried to start it again but always got the following error: "Failed to initialize DirectX 11. CPU:AMD Athlon(tm) II X3 450 Processor.
GPU: ATI Radeon HD 4770" (see attachment).
I tried:
- running the game in legacy mode
- running the game in Windows XP compatibility
- using the -dx9 option
- using administrator privileges
- using an older version (tagged May 12th)
None of them worked.
Please give an advice on how to run the game again.
Thanks
History
#1 - 05/19/2019 01:32 PM - Anonymous
Edit: I found a way to run the game: if I select DX9 mode in Steam, the game runs. Before I only tried to add "-dx9" to a link, and it did not work.

#2 - 05/21/2019 10:40 AM - Terese Falk
- Subject changed from Game does not start anymore to Game does not start anymore [Game - startup]
- Parent task set to #26658

#3 - 07/03/2019 02:13 PM - Carl-Oscar Lönn
- Status changed from New to Resolved

#4 - 07/28/2019 02:15 PM - Jimmy Magnusson
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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